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ABSTRACT
This research is focused on how having the proper focus on
consumer brand personality can lead to new product success
among persons with special needs (psn). This can positively
influence consumer well-being thereby promoting positive
consumer behavior among this particular consumer
population. The result is a framework that guides the
philosophy for this research.

transformative consumer research, etc. It is stated that these
areas of research are constantly growing (Baker, 2009).
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Local non-profits are showing interest in these types of
considerations when servicing those with special needs. The
feeling is while providing stellar services to this deserving
population, they feel that these factors could indirectly
influence agency choice. By partnering with vendors and the
families who live with person(s) with special needs, they
may be able to collectively shed light on the overall impact
of the non-profit agency of choice and perhaps what makes
it comparative to other similar non-profit agencies
specializing in this area of care.

1 LITERATURE REVIEW
Brand Personality
Humanizing a brand can serve as a self-expressive meaning
beyond the practical function of product-related attributes.
Brand personality is multidimensional including: sincerity,
excitement, competence, sophistication, and ruggedness
where some dimensions may be more relevant and
expressive of particular brands than others (Aaker, 1997).
By exploring non-profit efforts that specialize in providing
services for those with special needs, organizations can
better predict consumer brand personality which is being
hypothesized as having a positive impact on new product
success.
New Product Success
Further review of related studies regarding IPD (innovative
product design) should prove beneficial toward this
exploratory research. One particular study supports
empirical data that can prove to be very valuable regarding
three main attributes: 1) aesthetics, 2) features and 3)
ergonomics. It captures the unique customer perceptions of
product innovativeness for product design (Moon, Park, &
Kim, 2015). When vendors create innovative products,
having these three main attributes in mind would empower
those that may have been born or who have acquired a
disability at some point in their lives. It will be interesting to
see the impact of various types of purchase decisions based
on brand personality and how it relates to new product
success.
Persons with Special Needs
Literature speaks to consumer welfare (a.k.a. consumer wellbeing) and how marketing scholars have written in various
areas of public policy, macromarketing, social marketing,
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Consequently, there is an area of literature that focuses on
individuals living in the U.S. that have a disability ‘of some
sort’ which emphasizes the constraints of this consumer
population and how it applies to this area of study (Baker,
2009).

It would be interesting to apply the findings of this particular
study toward a future study to see if these underpinnings for
this population systematically influence agency choice.
Literature suggests that further research developments will
allow organizations as well as their consumer markets to
reap the benefits of what may have appeared to be once an
unseeingly beneficial market (Burnett & Paul, 1996). They
key may be to partner with local non-profit agencies in
pursuit of empowering this deserving population to lead
meaningful and independent lives.
2 METHODOLOGY
Exploratory research would be in the form of surveys and/or
interviews (Aaker, 1997) among families who have
person(s) with special needs within the same household.
Sometimes this population is overlooked (Mason & Pavia,
2006). Additionally, engaging associated vendors of similar
non-profit agencies would enhance the study. The overall
benefits of investigating these above-mentioned populations
would not only benefit the targeted population (i.e. persons
with special needs), but also the local non-profits and their
associated vendors alike.
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3 DISCUSSION
There are diverse difficulties when investigating consumer
vulnerability (i.e. in this case, those with special needs) and
how this context of research is growing, but the difficulties
remain (Jafari, Dunnett, Hamilton, & Downey, 2013).
Some consumer populations are subjected to their daily life
expenditures being controlled by institutional forces
(Arnould & Thompson, 2005; Jafari & Goulding, 2008,
2012). Consumers with disabilities can experience an
enormous amount of uncertainty, perhaps immobility, and
social prohibitions (Downey& Catterall, 2007; Mason &
Pavia, 2006) pertaining to their consumption experiences.
Additionally, this type of scientific research requires
extensive and supportive IRB approval to move forward.

Resulting Framework

Brand
Personality

New Product
Success

Brand
Personality

New Product
Success

Independent
Variable

Dependent
Variable

Related implications that present additional concern are on
the researchers’ behalf. When pursuing this respective
research, scholarly research complexities and experiences
have been documented relating to various types of sensitive
research topics in challenging contexts, namely researcher
vulnerability (Jafari, Dunnett, Hamilton, & Downey, 2013).
This has also complicated is research landscape.
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